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Entangled Life Merlin Sheldrake 2020-05-12 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A “brilliant [and]
entrancing” (The Guardian) journey into the hidden lives of fungi—the great connectors of the living
world—and their astonishing and intimate roles in human life, with the power to heal our bodies, expand
our minds, and help us address our most urgent environmental problems. “Grand and dizzying in how
thoroughly it recalibrates our understanding of the natural world.”—Ed Yong, author of I Contain
Multitudes ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—Time, BBC Science Focus, The Daily Mail,
Geographical, The Times, The Telegraph, New Statesman, London Evening Standard, Science Friday
When we think of fungi, we likely think of mushrooms. But mushrooms are only fruiting bodies, analogous
to apples on a tree. Most fungi live out of sight, yet make up a massively diverse kingdom of organisms
that supports and sustains nearly all living systems. Fungi provide a key to understanding the planet on
which we live, and the ways we think, feel, and behave. In Entangled Life, the brilliant young biologist
Merlin Sheldrake shows us the world from a fungal point of view, providing an exhilarating change of
perspective. Sheldrake’s vivid exploration takes us from yeast to psychedelics, to the fungi that range for
miles underground and are the largest organisms on the planet, to those that link plants together in
complex networks known as the “Wood Wide Web,” to those that inﬁltrate and manipulate insect bodies
with devastating precision. Fungi throw our concepts of individuality and even intelligence into question.
They are metabolic masters, earth makers, and key players in most of life’s processes. They can change
our minds, heal our bodies, and even help us remediate environmental disaster. By examining fungi on
their own terms, Sheldrake reveals how these extraordinary organisms—and our relationships with
them—are changing our understanding of how life works. Winner of the Wainwright Prize, the Royal
Society Science Book Prize, and the Guild of Food Writers Award • Shortlisted for the British Book Award
• Longlisted for the Rathbones Folio Prize
Nail it Then Scale it Nathan R. Furr 2011 Why do most new businesses fail, yet a few entrepreneurs have
a habit of winning over and over again? The shocking discovery of years of research and trial is that most
startups fail by doing the "right things," but doing them out of order. In other words, human nature
combined with our entrepreneurial drive puts us on autopilot to become part of the 70% to 90% of
ventures that fail. From Thomas Edison to Steve Jobs, the Nail It Then Scale It method is based on pattern
recognition of the timeless principles and key practices used by successful entrepreneurs to repeatedly
innovate.
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Twisted Oak: A Journey to Create a Self-Sustaining Life and Home Kristina Munroe PE 2018-02-11 Twisted
Oak is the inspiring, true story of a family seeking a more sustainable life in a complex, technology-driven
world. Their journey leads them to build a self-sustaining home and lifestyle in the sunny mountains of
southwestern Colorado as they pursue their goal to maintain a balance of respecting the natural world
and continuing to remain engaged in the modern world. Follow Kristina and her sons, Austin and Andy,
from their initial vision and dream of a more simple life, through their triumphs and their tears as they
research, design, and build a home with the support of their family and the skills of newfound friends.
Rejoice with them as they learn and ﬁnd unexpected healing and new strength on the road to an
abundant and fulﬁlling future. Along with the heartwarming story, Twisted Oak is full of technical inserts
and plenty of practical tips from an engineer who not only designed her home, but helped build it, and
has comfortably lived in it with her family for over six years. "Kristina Munroe's whimsical, brave tale
begins 'on a dark and stormy night' as she welcomes readers to join her on a humble journey to build
Twisted Oak, her solar-powered, rain-harvesting, organically-inspired home – replete with an indoor
tropical garden and loft – near Durango, Colorado. An engineer by trade, Munroe's words are crafted as
intentionally as the tires and timber that piece together Twisted Oak, making this vibrant book ideal for
both curious architects and those seeking an energizing story about one determined mother's leap of
faith. Twisted Oak empowers our pioneer hearts to keep seeking ways to imagine a more sustainable way
of life and, above all, realize that pipe dreams are in fact possibilities waiting to happen. Pairs best with
either a cup of tea at sunrise or glass of wine at sunset. Happy daydreaming!" ~ Joy Martin, Associate
Publisher MTN Town Magazine "More than a DIY home-building story, Twisted Oak oﬀers the reader an
intimate account of crafting a home and a life from the inside out. With nature and its forces and humans
and their follies as collaborators, author Kristina Munroe 's optimistic voice leads the reader through a
journey grounded in simplicity, beauty and ecology." ~ Jules Masterjohn, Editor of Stanton Englehart: A
Life on Canvas
Introduction to Econometrics Christopher Dougherty 2002 Econometrics, the application of statistical
principles to the quantiﬁcation of economic models, is a compulsory component of European economics
degrees. This text provides an introduction to this complex topic for students who are not outstandingly
proﬁcient in mathematics. It does this by providing the student with an analytical and an intuitive
understanding of the classical linear regression model. Mathematical notation is kept simple and step-bystep verbal explanations of mathematical proofs are provided to facilitate a full understanding of the
subject. The text also contains a large number of practical exercises for students to follow up and
practice what they have learnt. Originally published in the USA, this new edition has been substantially
updated and revised with the inclusion of new material on speciﬁcation tests, binary choice models, tobit
analysis, sample selection bias, nonstationary time series, and unit root tests and basic cointegration.
The new edition is also acompanied by a website with Powerpoint slideshows giving a parallel graphical
treatment of topics treated in the book, cross-section and time series data sets, manuals for practical
exercises, and lecture note extending the text.
We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves Karen Joy Fowler 2013-05-30 The New York Times
bestselling author of The Jane Austen Book Club introduces a middle-class American family that is
ordinary in every way but one in this novel that won the PEN/Faulkner Award and was a ﬁnalist for the
Man Booker Prize. Meet the Cooke family: Mother and Dad, brother Lowell, sister Fern, and Rosemary,
who begins her story in the middle. She has her reasons. “I was raised with a chimpanzee,” she explains.
“I tell you Fern was a chimp and already you aren’t thinking of her as my sister. But until Fern’s
expulsion...she was my twin, my funhouse mirror, my whirlwind other half and I loved her as a sister.” As
a child, Rosemary never stopped talking. Then, something happened, and Rosemary wrapped herself in
silence. In We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves, Karen Joy Fowler weaves her most accomplished
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work to date—a tale of loving but fallible people whose well-intentioned actions lead to heartbreaking
consequences. “A gripping, big-hearted book...through the tender voice of her protagonist, Fowler has a
lot to say about family, memory, language, science, and indeed the question of what constitutes a
human being.”—Khaled Hosseini
Thanks A Thousand A. J. Jacobs 2018-11-13 The idea was deceptively simple: New York Times
bestselling author A.J. Jacobs decided to thank every single person involved in producing his morning cup
of coﬀee. The resulting journey takes him across the globe, transforms his life, and reveals secrets about
how gratitude can make us all happier, more generous, and more connected. Author A.J. Jacobs discovers
that his coﬀee—and every other item in our lives—would not be possible without hundreds of people we
usually take for granted: farmers, chemists, artists, presidents, truckers, mechanics, biologists, miners,
smugglers, and goatherds. By thanking these people face to face, Jacobs ﬁnds some much-needed
brightness in his life. Gratitude does not come naturally to Jacobs—his disposition is more Larry David
than Tom Hanks—but he sets oﬀ on the journey on a dare from his son. And by the end, it’s clear to him
that scientiﬁc research on gratitude is true. Gratitude’s beneﬁts are legion: It improves compassion, heals
your body, and helps battle depression. Jacobs gleans wisdom from vivid characters all over the globe,
including the Minnesota miners who extract the iron that makes the steel used in coﬀee roasters, to the
Madison Avenue marketers who captured his wandering attention for a moment, to the farmers in
Colombia. Along the way, Jacobs provides wonderful insights and useful tips, from how to focus on the
hundreds of things that go right every day instead of the few that go wrong. And how our culture
overemphasizes the individual over the team. And how to practice the art of “savoring meditation” and
fall asleep at night. Thanks a Thousand is a reminder of the amazing interconnectedness of our world. It
shows us how much we take for granted. It teaches us how gratitude can make our lives happier, kinder,
and more impactful. And it will inspire us to follow our own “Gratitude Trails.”
The Sorcerers and Their Apprentices Frank Moss 2011 "From the director of the famed MIT Media
Laboratory comes an exhilarating behind the-scenes exploration of the research center where our
nation's foremost scientists are creating the innovative new technologies that will transform our future"-Walden Henry David Thoreau 1882
Learned Optimism Martin E.P. Seligman 2011-08-10 National Bestseller The father of the new science
of positive psychology and author of Authentic Happiness draws on more than twenty years of clinical
research to demonstrate how optimism enchances the quality of life, and how anyone can learn to
practice it. Oﬀering many simple techniques, Dr. Seligman explains how to break an “I—give-up” habit,
develop a more constructive explanatory style for interpreting your behavior, and experience the
beneﬁts of a more positive interior dialogue. These skills can help break up depression, boost your
immune system, better develop your potential, and make you happier.. With generous additional advice
on how to encourage optimistic behavior at school, at work and in children, Learned Optimism is both
profound and practical–and valuable for every phase of life. "Vaulted me out of my funk.... So, fellow
moderate pessimists, go buy this book." —Marian Sandmaier, The New York Times Book Review
The Victory Lab Sasha Issenberg 2013 An energetic assessment of how a team of academics, statisticians
and strategists are reshaping today's political campaigns explores war room strategies based in
behavioral psychology and randomized experiments, oﬀering insight into the campaigns currently being
run such political ﬁgures as Barack Obama, Rick Perry and Mitt Romney.
Moral Laboratories Cheryl Mattingly 2014-10-03 Moral Laboratories is an engaging ethnography and a
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groundbreaking foray into the anthropology of morality. It takes us on a journey into the lives of African
American families caring for children with serious chronic medical conditions, and it foregrounds the
uncertainty that aﬀects their struggles for a good life. Challenging depictions of moral transformation as
possible only in moments of breakdown or in radical breaches from the ordinary, it oﬀers a compelling
portrait of the transformative powers embedded in day-to-day existence. From soccer ﬁelds to dinner
tables, the everyday emerges as a moral laboratory for reshaping moral life. Cheryl Mattingly oﬀers vivid
and heart-wrenching stories to elaborate a ﬁrst-person ethical framework, forcefully showing the limits of
third-person renderings of morality.
Permanent Present Tense Suzanne Corkin 2013-05-14 In 1953, 27-year-old Henry Gustave Molaison
underwent an experimental "psychosurgical" procedure -- a targeted lobotomy -- in an eﬀort to alleviate
his debilitating epilepsy. The outcome was unexpected -- when Henry awoke, he could no longer form
new memories, and for the rest of his life would be trapped in the moment. But Henry's tragedy would
prove a gift to humanity. As renowned neuroscientist Suzanne Corkin explains in Permanent Present
Tense, she and her colleagues brought to light the sharp contrast between Henry's crippling memory
impairment and his preserved intellect. This new insight that the capacity for remembering is housed in a
speciﬁc brain area revolutionized the science of memory. The case of Henry -- known only by his initials
H. M. until his death in 2008 -- stands as one of the most consequential and widely referenced in the
spiraling ﬁeld of neuroscience. Corkin and her collaborators worked closely with Henry for nearly ﬁfty
years, and in Permanent Present Tense she tells the incredible story of the life and legacy of this
intelligent, quiet, and remarkably good-humored man. Henry never remembered Corkin from one
meeting to the next and had only a dim conception of the importance of the work they were doing
together, yet he was consistently happy to see her and always willing to participate in her research. His
case aﬀorded untold advances in the study of memory, including the discovery that even profound
amnesia spares some kinds of learning, and that diﬀerent memory processes are localized to separate
circuits in the human brain. Henry taught us that learning can occur without conscious awareness, that
short-term and long-term memory are distinct capacities, and that the eﬀects of aging-related disease
are detectable in an already damaged brain. Undergirded by rich details about the functions of the
human brain, Permanent Present Tense pulls back the curtain on the man whose misfortune propelled a
half-century of exciting research. With great clarity, sensitivity, and grace, Corkin brings readers to the
cutting edge of neuroscience in this deeply felt elegy for her patient and friend.
Lab Girl Hope Jahren 2016-04-05 National Bestseller Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Autobiography A New York Times Notable Book Geobiologist Hope Jahren has spent her life studying
trees, ﬂowers, seeds, and soil. Lab Girl is her revelatory treatise on plant life—but it is also a celebration
of the lifelong curiosity, humility, and passion that drive every scientist. In these pages, Hope takes us
back to her Minnesota childhood, where she spent hours in unfettered play in her father’s college
laboratory. She tells us how she found a sanctuary in science, learning to perform lab work “with both the
heart and the hands.” She introduces us to Bill, her brilliant, eccentric lab manager. And she extends the
mantle of scientist to each one of her readers, inviting us to join her in observing and protecting our
environment. Warm, luminous, compulsively readable, Lab Girl vividly demonstrates the mountains that
we can move when love and work come together. Winner of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books & Film Prize for Excellence in Science Books Finalist for
the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award One of the Best Books of the Year: The Washington
Post, TIME.com, NPR, Slate, Entertainment Weekly, Newsday, Minneapolis Star Tribune, Kirkus Reviews
The Good University Raewyn Connell 2019-02-15 The higher education industry might seem like it’s
booming, with over 200 million students in universities and colleges worldwide and funds ﬂowing in like
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never before. But the truth is that these institutions have never been unhappier places to work.
Corporate-style management, cost-cutting governments, mobilisations by angry students and strikes by
a disgruntled workforce have taken their toll — in almost every country around the world. It’s no wonder
that there is talk of ‘universities in crisis.’ But what should a ‘good university’ look like? In this inspiring
new work, Raewyn Connell asks us to consider just that, challenging us to rethink the fundamentals of
what universities do. Drawing on the examples oﬀered by pioneering universities and educational
reformers around the world, Connell outlines a practical vision for how our universities can become both
more engaging and more productive places, driven by social good rather than proﬁt, helping to build
fairer societies.
The Inﬂamed Mind Edward Bullmore 2018-12-31 As seen on "CBS This Morning" Worldwide, depression
will be the single biggest cause of disability in the next twenty years. But treatment for it has not
changed much in the last three decades. In the world of psychiatry, time has apparently stood still...until
now with Edward Bullmore's The Inﬂamed Mind: A Radical New Approach to Depression. A Sunday Times
(London) Top Ten Bestseller In this game-changing book, University of Cambridge profressor of
psychiatry Edward Bullmore reveals the breakthrough new science on the link between depression and
inﬂammation of the body and brain. He explains how and why we now know that mental disorders can
have their root cause in the immune system, and outlines a future revolution in which treatments could
be speciﬁcally targeted to break the vicious cycles of stress, inﬂammation, and depression. The Inﬂamed
Mind goes far beyond the clinic and the lab, representing a whole new way of looking at how mind, brain,
and body all work together in a sometimes misguided eﬀort to help us survive in a hostile world. It oﬀers
insights into how we could start getting to grips with depression and other mental disorders much more
eﬀectively in the future.
Doughnut Economics Kate Raworth 2017-02-23 A Financial Times "Best Book of 2017: Economics” 800CEO-Read “Best Business Book of 2017: Current Events & Public Aﬀairs” Economics is the mother tongue
of public policy. It dominates our decision-making for the future, guides multi-billion-dollar investments,
and shapes our responses to climate change, inequality, and other environmental and social challenges
that deﬁne our times. Pity then, or more like disaster, that its fundamental ideas are centuries out of date
yet are still taught in college courses worldwide and still used to address critical issues in government
and business alike. That’s why it is time, says renegade economist Kate Raworth, to revise our economic
thinking for the 21st century. In Doughnut Economics, she sets out seven key ways to fundamentally
reframe our understanding of what economics is and does. Along the way, she points out how we can
break our addiction to growth; redesign money, ﬁnance, and business to be in service to people; and
create economies that are regenerative and distributive by design. Named after the now-iconic
“doughnut” image that Raworth ﬁrst drew to depict a sweet spot of human prosperity (an image that
appealed to the Occupy Movement, the United Nations, eco-activists, and business leaders alike),
Doughnut Economics oﬀers a radically new compass for guiding global development, government policy,
and corporate strategy, and sets new standards for what economic success looks like. Raworth handpicks
the best emergent ideas—from ecological, behavioral, feminist, and institutional economics to complexity
thinking and Earth-systems science—to address this question: How can we turn economies that need to
grow, whether or not they make us thrive, into economies that make us thrive, whether or not they
grow? Simple, playful, and eloquent, Doughnut Economics oﬀers game-changing analysis and inspiration
for a new generation of economic thinkers.
Animal Ethos Lesley A. Sharp 2018-11-06 What kinds of moral challenges arise from encounters between
species in laboratory science? Animal Ethos draws on ethnographic engagement with academic labs in
which experimental research involving nonhuman species provokes diﬃcult questions involving life and
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death, scientiﬁc progress, and other competing quandaries. Whereas much has been written on core
bioethical values that inform regulated behavior in labs, Lesley A. Sharp reveals the importance of
attending to lab personnel’s quotidian and unscripted responses to animals. Animal Ethos exposes the
rich—yet poorly understood—moral dimensions of daily lab life, where serendipitous, creative, and
unorthodox responses are evidence of concerted eﬀorts by researchers, animal technicians,
veterinarians, and animal activists to transform animal laboratories into moral scientiﬁc worlds.
Pandora's Lab Paul A. Oﬃt MD 2017-04-04 What happens when ideas presented as science lead us in
the wrong direction? History is ﬁlled with brilliant ideas that gave rise to disaster, and this book explores
the most fascinating—and signiﬁcant—missteps: from opium's heyday as the pain reliever of choice to
recognition of opioids as a major cause of death in the U.S.; from the rise of trans fats as the golden
ingredient for tastier, cheaper food to the heart disease epidemic that followed; and from the cries to ban
DDT for the sake of the environment to an epidemic-level rise in world malaria. These are today's sins of
science—as deplorable as mistaken past ideas about advocating racial purity or using lobotomies as a
cure for mental illness. These unwitting errors add up to seven lessons both cautionary and profound,
narrated by renowned author and speaker Paul A. Oﬃt. Oﬃt uses these lessons to investigate how we
can separate good science from bad, using some of today's most controversial creations—e-cigarettes,
GMOs, drug treatments for ADHD—as case studies. For every "Aha!" moment that should have been an
"Oh no," this book is an engrossing account of how science has been misused disastrously—and how we
can learn to use its power for good.
Designing Your Life Bill Burnett 2016-09-20 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • At last, a book that
shows you how to build—design—a life you can thrive in, at any age or stage Designers create worlds
and solve problems using design thinking. Look around your oﬃce or home—at the tablet or smartphone
you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in. Everything in our lives was designed by someone. And
every design starts with a problem that a designer or team of designers seeks to solve. In this book, Bill
Burnett and Dave Evans show us how design thinking can help us create a life that is both meaningful
and fulﬁlling, regardless of who or where we are, what we do or have done for a living, or how young or
old we are. The same design thinking responsible for amazing technology, products, and spaces can be
used to design and build your career and your life, a life of fulﬁllment and joy, constantly creative and
productive, one that always holds the possibility of surprise.
The Summoning Kelley Armstrong 2008-07-01 My name is Chloe Saunders and my life will never be the
same again. All I wanted was to make friends, meet boys, and keep on being ordinary. I don't even know
what that means anymore. It all started on the day that I saw my ﬁrst ghost—and the ghost saw me. Now
there are ghosts everywhere and they won't leave me alone. To top it all oﬀ, I somehow got myself
locked up in Lyle House, a "special home" for troubled teens. Yet the home isn't what it seems. Don't tell
anyone, but I think there might be more to my housemates than meets the eye. The question is, whose
side are they on? It's up to me to ﬁgure out the dangerous secrets behind Lyle House . . . before its
skeletons come back to haunt me.
The Power of Habit Charles Duhigg 2012-02-28 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic
explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning business reporter
Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientiﬁc discoveries that explain why habits exist and
how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us
from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights
movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core,
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The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight,
being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by
harnessing this new science, we can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a
new Afterword by the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become
essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not only
explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A
ﬂat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free
Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel
H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . .
a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The New York Times Book Review
Inﬂux Daniel Suarez 2015-02-03 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Suarez imagines a chilling
future where technological advances are held hostage by the government in this thriller that perfectly
blends “nail-biting suspense with accessible science” (Publishers Weekly). Physicist Jon Grady and his
team have discovered a device that can reﬂect gravity—a triumph that will revolutionize the ﬁeld of
physics and change the future. But instead of acclaim, Grady’s lab is locked down by a covert
organization known as the Bureau of Technology Control. The bureau’s mission: suppress the truth of
sudden technological progress and prevent the social upheaval it would trigger. Because the future is
already here. And it’s rewards are only for a select few. When Grady refuses to join the BTC, he’s thrown
into a nightmarish high-tech prison housing other doomed rebel intellects. Now, as the only hope to
usher humanity out of its artiﬁcial dark age, Grady and his fellow prisoners must try to expose the secrets
of an unimaginable enemy—one that wields a technological advantage half a century in the making.
Eating on the Wild Side Jo Robinson 2013-06-04 Winner of the 2014 IACP Cookbook Award in the
category of "Food Matters." The next stage in the food revolution--a radical way to select fruits and
vegetables and reclaim the ﬂavor and nutrients we've lost. Ever since farmers ﬁrst planted seeds 10,000
years ago, humans have been destroying the nutritional value of their fruits and vegetables. Unwittingly,
we've been selecting plants that are high in starch and sugar and low in vitamins, minerals, ﬁber, and
antioxidants for more than 400 generations. EATING ON THE WILD SIDE reveals the solution--choosing
modern varieties that approach the nutritional content of wild plants but that also please the modern
palate. Jo Robinson explains that many of these newly identiﬁed varieties can be found in supermarkets
and farmer's market, and introduces simple, scientiﬁcally proven methods of preparation that enhance
their ﬂavor and nutrition. Based on years of scientiﬁc research and ﬁlled with food history and practical
advice, EATING ON THE WILD SIDE will forever change the way we think about food.
Poor Economics Abhijit Banerjee 2012-03-27 The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics upend the
most common assumptions about how economics works in this gripping and disruptive portrait of how
poor people actually live. Why do the poor borrow to save? Why do they miss out on free life-saving
immunizations, but pay for unnecessary drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duﬂo,
two award-winning MIT professors, answer these questions based on years of ﬁeld research from around
the world. Called "marvelous, rewarding" by the Wall Street Journal, the book oﬀers a radical rethinking
of the economics of poverty and an intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor Economics shows that
creating a world without poverty begins with understanding the daily decisions facing the poor.
Market Rebels Hayagreeva Rao 2008-12-01 Great individuals are assumed to cause the success of radical
innovations--thus Henry Ford is depicted as the one who established the automobile industry in America.
Hayagreeva Rao tells a diﬀerent story, one that will change the way you think about markets forever. He
explains how "market rebels"--activists who defy authority and convention--are the real force behind the
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success or failure of radical innovations. Rao shows how automobile enthusiasts were the ones who
established the new automobile industry by staging highly publicized reliability races and lobbying
governments to enact licensing laws. Ford exploited the popularity of the car by using new massproduction technologies. Rao argues that market rebels also establish new niches and new cultural
styles. If it were not for craft brewers who crusaded against "industrial beer" and proliferated brewpubs,
there would be no specialty beers in America. But for nouvelle cuisine activists who broke the
stranglehold of Escoﬃer's classical cuisine in France, there would have been little hybridization and
experimentation in modern cooking. Market rebels also thwart radical innovation. Rao demonstrates how
consumer activists have faced down chain stores and big box retailers, and how anti-biotechnology
activists in Germany penetrated pharmaceutical ﬁrms and delayed the commercialization of patents.
Read Market Rebels to learn how activists succeed when they construct "hot causes" that arouse intense
emotions, and exploit "cool mobilization"--unconventional techniques that engage audiences in collective
action. You will realize how the hands that move markets are the joined hands of market rebels. Some
images inside the book are unavailable due to digital copyright restrictions.
Democracy and Education John Dewey 1916 John Dewey's Democracy and Education addresses the
challenge of providing quality public education in a democratic society. In this classic work Dewey calls
for the complete renewal of public education, arguing for the fusion of vocational and contemplative
studies in education and for the necessity of universal education for the advancement of self and society.
First published in 1916, Democracy and Education is regarded as the seminal work on public education
by one of the most important scholars of the century.
Life's Edge Carl Zimmer 2022-03-08 FINALIST FOR THE PEN/E.O. WILSON LITERARY SCIENCE WRITING
AWARD***A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2021***A SCIENCE NEWS FAVORITE BOOK OF
2021***A SMITHSONIAN TOP TEN SCIENCE BOOK OF 2021 “Stories that both dazzle and edify… This book
is not just about life, but about discovery itself.” —Siddhartha Mukherjee, New York Times Book Review
We all assume we know what life is, but the more scientists learn about the living world—from protocells
to brains, from zygotes to pandemic viruses—the harder they ﬁnd it is to locate life’s edge. Carl Zimmer
investigates one of the biggest questions of all: What is life? The answer seems obvious until you try to
seriously answer it. Is the apple sitting on your kitchen counter alive, or is only the apple tree it came
from deserving of the word? If we can’t answer that question here on earth, how will we know when and
if we discover alien life on other worlds? The question hangs over some of society’s most charged
conﬂicts—whether a fertilized egg is a living person, for example, and when we ought to declare a person
legally dead. Life's Edge is an utterly fascinating investigation that no one but one of the most celebrated
science writers of our generation could craft. Zimmer journeys through the strange experiments that
have attempted to re-create life. Literally hundreds of deﬁnitions of what that should look like now exist,
but none has yet emerged as an obvious winner. Lists of what living things have in common do not add
up to a theory of life. It's never clear why some items on the list are essential and others not.
Coronaviruses have altered the course of history, and yet many scientists maintain they are not alive.
Chemists are creating droplets that can swarm, sense their environment, and multiply. Have they made
life in the lab? Whether he is handling pythons in Alabama or searching for hibernating bats in the
Adirondacks, Zimmer revels in astounding examples of life at its most bizarre. He tries his own hand at
evolving life in a test tube with unnerving results. Charting the obsession with Dr. Frankenstein's monster
and how the world brieﬂy believed radium was the source of all life, Zimmer leads us all the way into the
labs and minds of researchers engineering life from scratch.
Gyn/Ecology Mary Daly 2016-07-26 This revised edition includes a New Intergalactic Introduction by the
Author. Mary Daly's New Intergalactic Introduction explores her process as a Crafty Pirate on the Journey
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of Writing Gyn/Ecology and reveals the autobiographical context of this "Thunderbolt of Rage" that she
ﬁrst hurled against the patriarchs in 1979 and no hurls again in the Re-Surging Movement of Radical
Feminism in the Be-Dazzling Nineties.
The Invention of Air Steven Johnson 2008-12-26 From the bestselling author of How We Got To Now,
The Ghost Map and Farsighted, a new national bestseller: the “exhilarating”( Los Angeles Times) story of
Joseph Priestley, “a founding father long forgotten”(Newsweek) and a brilliant man who embodied the
relationship between science, religion, and politics for America's Founding Fathers. In The Invention of
Air, national bestselling author Steven Johnson tells the fascinating story of Joseph Priestley—scientist
and theologian, protégé of Benjamin Franklin, friend of Thomas Jeﬀerson—an eighteenth-century radical
thinker who played pivotal roles in the invention of ecosystem science, the discovery of oxygen, the uses
of oxygen, scientiﬁc experimentation, the founding of the Unitarian Church, and the intellectual
development of the United States. As he did so masterfully in The Ghost Map, Steven Johnson uses a
dramatic historical story to explore themes that have long engaged him: innovative strategies,
intellectual models, and the way new ideas emerge and spread, and the environments that foster these
breakthroughs.
Running Randomized Evaluations Rachel Glennerster 2013-11-24 This book provides a
comprehensive yet accessible guide to running randomized impact evaluations of social programs.
Drawing on the experience of researchers at the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab, which has run
hundreds of such evaluations in dozens of countries throughout the world, it oﬀers practical insights on
how to use this powerful technique, especially in resource-poor environments. This step-by-step guide
explains why and when randomized evaluations are useful, in what situations they should be used, and
how to prioritize diﬀerent evaluation opportunities. It shows how to design and analyze studies that
answer important questions while respecting the constraints of those working on and beneﬁting from the
program being evaluated. The book gives concrete tips on issues such as improving the quality of a study
despite tight budget constraints, and demonstrates how the results of randomized impact evaluations
can inform policy. With its self-contained modules, this one-of-a-kind guide is easy to navigate. It also
includes invaluable references and a checklist of the common pitfalls to avoid. Provides the most up-todate guide to running randomized evaluations of social programs, especially in developing countries
Oﬀers practical tips on how to complete high-quality studies in even the most challenging environments
Self-contained modules allow for easy reference and ﬂexible teaching and learning Comprehensive yet
nontechnical
The Good Ancestor Roman Krznaric 2021-08-31 Now in paperback: A call to save ourselves and our
planet that gets to the root of the current crisis—society’s extreme short-sightedness
Life at the Speed of Light J. Craig Venter 2014-09-30 “Venter instills awe for biology as it is, and as it
might become in our hands.” —Publishers Weekly On May 20, 2010, headlines around the world
announced one of the most extraordinary accomplishments in modern science: the creation of the
world’s ﬁrst synthetic lifeform. In Life at the Speed of Light, scientist J. Craig Venter, best known for
sequencing the human genome, shares the dramatic account of how he led a team of researchers in this
pioneering eﬀort in synthetic genomics—and how that work will have a profound impact on our existence
in the years to come. This is a fascinating and authoritative study that provides readers an opportunity to
ponder afresh the age-old question “What is life?” at the dawn of a new era of biological engineering.
The Birth of the Pill: How Four Crusaders Reinvented Sex and Launched a Revolution Jonathan Eig
2014-10-13 A Chicago Tribune "Best Books of 2014" • A Slate "Best Books 2014: Staﬀ Picks" • A St. Louis
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Post-Dispatch "Best Books of 2014" The fascinating story of one of the most important scientiﬁc
discoveries of the twentieth century. We know it simply as "the pill," yet its genesis was anything but
simple. Jonathan Eig's masterful narrative revolves around four principal characters: the ﬁery feminist
Margaret Sanger, who was a champion of birth control in her campaign for the rights of women but
neglected her own children in pursuit of free love; the beautiful Katharine McCormick, who owed her
fortune to her wealthy husband, the son of the founder of International Harvester and a schizophrenic;
the visionary scientist Gregory Pincus, who was dismissed by Harvard in the 1930s as a result of his
experimentation with in vitro fertilization but who, after he was approached by Sanger and McCormick,
grew obsessed with the idea of inventing a drug that could stop ovulation; and the telegenic John Rock, a
Catholic doctor from Boston who battled his own church to become an enormously eﬀective advocate in
the eﬀort to win public approval for the drug that would be marketed by Searle as Enovid. Spanning the
years from Sanger’s heady Greenwich Village days in the early twentieth century to trial tests in Puerto
Rico in the 1950s to the cusp of the sexual revolution in the 1960s, this is a grand story of radical
feminist politics, scientiﬁc ingenuity, establishment opposition, and, ultimately, a sea change in social
attitudes. Brilliantly researched and briskly written, The Birth of the Pill is gripping social, cultural, and
scientiﬁc history.
Speculative Everything Anthony Dunne 2013-12-06 How to use design as a tool to create not only things
but ideas, to speculate about possible futures. Today designers often focus on making technology easy to
use, sexy, and consumable. In Speculative Everything, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby propose a kind of
design that is used as a tool to create not only things but ideas. For them, design is a means of
speculating about how things could be—to imagine possible futures. This is not the usual sort of
predicting or forecasting, spotting trends and extrapolating; these kinds of predictions have been proven
wrong, again and again. Instead, Dunne and Raby pose “what if” questions that are intended to open
debate and discussion about the kind of future people want (and do not want). Speculative Everything
oﬀers a tour through an emerging cultural landscape of design ideas, ideals, and approaches. Dunne and
Raby cite examples from their own design and teaching and from other projects from ﬁne art, design,
architecture, cinema, and photography. They also draw on futurology, political theory, the philosophy of
technology, and literary ﬁction. They show us, for example, ideas for a solar kitchen restaurant; a
ﬂypaper robotic clock; a menstruation machine; a cloud-seeding truck; a phantom-limb sensation
recorder; and devices for food foraging that use the tools of synthetic biology. Dunne and Raby contend
that if we speculate more—about everything—reality will become more malleable. The ideas freed by
speculative design increase the odds of achieving desirable futures.
Happy City: Transforming Our Lives Through Urban Design Charles Montgomery 2013-11-12 "A journalist
travels the world and investigates current socioeconomic theories of happiness to discover why most
modern cities are designed to make us miserable, what we can do to change this, and why we have more
to learn from poor cities than from prosperous ones"-The Play of Daniel Keyes' Flowers for Algernon Bert Coules 1993 The Heinemann Plays series oﬀers
contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. Many have large casts and an equal
mix of boy and girl parts. This play is a dramatization of Daniel Keyes's story about a retarded adult who
desperately wants to be able to read and write.
Being a Beast Charles Foster 2016-06-21 A passionate naturalist explores what it’s really like to be an
animal—by living like them How can we ever be sure that we really know the other? To test the limits of
our ability to inhabit lives that are not our own, Charles Foster set out to know the ultimate other: the
non-humans, the beasts. And to do that, he tried to be like them, choosing a badger, an otter, a fox, a
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deer, and a swift. He lived alongside badgers for weeks, sleeping in a sett in a Welsh hillside and eating
earthworms, learning to sense the landscape through his nose rather than his eyes. He caught ﬁsh in his
teeth while swimming like an otter; rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox; was hunted by
bloodhounds as a red deer, nearly dying in the snow. And he followed the swifts on their migration route
over the Strait of Gibraltar, discovering himself to be strangely connected to the birds. A lyrical, intimate,
and completely radical look at the life of animals—human and other—Being a Beast mingles
neuroscience and psychology, nature writing and memoir to cross the boundaries separating the species.
It is an extraordinary journey full of thrills and surprises, humor and joy. And, ultimately, it is an inquiry
into the human experience in our world, carried out by exploring the full range of the life around us.
The Good Life Lab Wendy Jehanara Tremayne 2013-01-01 Documents how the author and her partner
gave up a consumer-based life to move to rural New Mexico and obtain their needs from recycled and
waste materials while enjoying greater creativity, fulﬁllment and anonymity, in an inspirational account
that features eclectic artwork contributions. Original.
The Everything Kids' Science Experiments Book Tom Robinson 2001-10-01 Science has never been
so easy--or so much fun! With The Everything Kids' Science Experiments Book, all you need to do is
gather a few household items and you can recreate dozens of mind-blowing, kid-tested science
experiments. High school science teacher Tom Robinson shows you how to expand your scientiﬁc
horizons--from biology to chemistry to physics to outer space. You'll discover answers to questions like: Is
it possible to blow up a balloon without actually blowing into it? What is inside coins? Can a magnet ever
be "turned oﬀ"? Do toilets always ﬂush in the same direction? Can a swimming pool be cleaned with just
the breath of one person? You won't want to wait for a rainy day or your school's science fair to test
these cool experiments for yourself!
The Good Life Lab Wendy Jehanara Tremayne 2013-06-04 Tired of the high-pressure life they lead in New
York City, Wendy Jehanara Tremayne and her husband migrate to Truth or Consequences, New Mexico,
where they build, invent, forage, and grow all they need for themselves. Full of quirky stories and
imaginative illustrations, this inspiring memoir chronicles the oﬀ-the-grid adventures of the Tremaynes.
Touchingly personal while also providing practical tutorials on making your own biofuel, building an
eﬃcient house, and gardening sustainably, The Good Life Lab will encourage you to chase your dreams
of self-suﬃciency.
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